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KGREENCARD LLC, is a professional independent third-party provider of EB-3 visas. We
help employees and employers meet the needs of the labor shortage, focusing on
unskilled (entry level) labor for U.S. businesses and skilled labor jobs. KGREENCARD finds
foreign national workers to fill job openings at U.S. companies experiencing chronic
labor shortages. KGREENCARD works with the top immigration law firms to assist nonimmigrant visa holders adjust their visa status, in the U.S. from an eligible nonimmigrant visa to EB-3 permanent residency Green Card.
Today’s unemployment rates present a huge business risk for employers. Jobs are going
unfilled for longer, resulting in loss of productivity and harming bottom lines. Industries
such as food & beverage, warehousing, janitorial services, manufacturing, and
production are finding it particularly difficult to locate qualified, willing U.S. workers.
Even worse, these positions are also prone to high turnover, making it harder to keep
operations running smoothly.
In order to mitigate labor shortages in these industries, Congress sets aside 10,000 visas
per year for full-time, unskilled jobs and over 85,000 visas for H1B Skilled Jobs. With
KGREENCARD partnering with Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce, we believe we can help
many of the employees in the area meet some of their needs to cover their chronic
labor shortage. This can also be done with little to no risk for the employer as
KGREENCARD does not ask anything from the employer besides filling out a one-time
form to start the process.
KGREENCARD will not only take care of all legal procedures with KGREENCARD's
attorney that will allow foreign employees to work legally, such as issuing visas and
obtaining permanent residency, but also provide relocation services for settlement in
Oshkosh. With KGREENCARD's services, employers can not only secure employment,
increase the retention period, yet also get willing workers that understand they need to
put their best foot forward and show up to work daily. As they are there for the
employment, but they also work for the employer to obtain permanent residency which
will change their life and their families life.

KGREENCARD goes above and beyond to support our clients
throughout this entire process. Our goals are the same, for our clients,
both employer and employee to secure committed, loyal employee
and achieve permanent residence in the United States.
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